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AgSTRACT

So_e _ain resultsof eXperi=entatinvestigationsof the dynamicalregimeof
the ionosphericD-regionover East Siberiaarc [,resented.Regularmeasur(_ents
of huri=ontalionosphericdriftsby the radio_ethod of closelyspaced
receivers,usinga longwavelengthtransmitteroperatingat a frequencyof 200
kHz, have been carried out near Irkutsk t USSR, since 1915. The seasonal and
inter-annual variations of prevailing wind (roll and meridio_l), and
amplitudes and phases of _e_i-diurnal tides are investigated. Evidence is

I presented to show the res_nse of D-region dynamics to stratospheric varmints.
Planetaryand gravitywaves are found in the vi_d field. _parison with
results of _alogous _easure_ents in C(,ntral Europe (Col_, CDR) reveals a
longitudinal effect on the dynamical regir_ of the mid-latitude lower thermo-
sphere.

"" The structure, composition and radiative properties of the middle
atmosphere cannot be completely understood wiO_out full consideration of the
role of atmospheric _otions on all scales. Relatively little is known about the
large-scare circulationb in the 60 to 100 kn region, their interaction with
ionospheric p_nomena, and their role in vertical transport of trace s_ciea.

There is observationalevidencefor the broad s_ctrtraof _otions i_ the D-
region. These include zonal and nerldional mean motio[,s, planetary waves,

.'._-_ tides, gravity waves, synoptic scale motions, turbulence. The _ost important
results of measur(_ents (structure nod composition) include the finding that the
lower ionosphere exhibits not only a solar but also a strong non-solar control
which i_ partlyof =eteorological nature.

The _iddle Atmosphere Progr_ O_P) involves the investigation of the
globat wlnd field in the height r_ge 15-120 k_n and, in particular, in the upper ..
mesopsuse region. This region (85-95 -k=) has until presently been comparatively

"\ poorly t_derstood, while its dynamics and structure determine the r_anner of
interactionbetweenlower-a_ospheriemeteorologicalphenc_enaand ionospheric
processes. Ne believe that continuous _onitoring of the dynamical regime of the
ionosrhdric D-region is'one "of the most urgent tasks of the up_r atmosphere

_ physxcs.

_here ar_ some significant difficulties with tmdertaklng of such
monitoring. Host of the eaperimental data have been obtained from rocket
experiments, _eteor trail radars, spaced-receivers (Dl) using vertical pulse
rada_ (includin_partialreflections)and a _odificationof the DI methodwhich
includes the use of broadcasting long-ave tran_itter signals, reflected by the
lower ionosphere during the nighttime. The last method offers sc_e advantages
(comparatively simple cq'_ir_ent, no additional radio noise sources) and in
principle measures the horizontal drift velocity of ionospheric irregularities.
But there are good reasons for int_.rpreting these _easurments as an information
on the ocutral meteorological wind in the reflection region (85-95 k=). This
method has been calibrated by independent radar geteor nnd rocket wind _easure-
meats and its physical €(ficxency is proven.

The available regular experimental information about the uidlatitude iono-
spheric wind ha_ _til recently been confined solely to the American (GREGORY
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and }_N$ON, 1975) and European (PORTNYAGIN and SPR_IGER, 1978) continents.
There were no data on the dynamical regime of the lower thermosphere for the
Asian continent. For the investigation of the general atmosphere circblation at
ionospheric heights and of local behavior of the dynamical regime over East
Siberia. regular wind measurements have been made by the 01 _ethod (200 _{t)

near Irkutsk (USSR) since 1975. The _ethod we apply _ields the wind velocity
averaged over 30 minutes. The vohme of data ('13xi0 half-hourly values)

. permits to as_rs with great confidence the averaLe characteristics of
prevailing windsp of _xaplitudes and phases of the semidiurnal tide, and the
specter= of planetary and internal gravity waves.

Observations are possible only at night (the data intervals depending on
season, is 8-16 hours long). The instrumentation and processing techniques have
been described by KAZIMIROVSKY and KOKOUROV (1979).

It is evident that the wind velocity r.odulus in the region under investlga-
tion is quite stable. Host of the values are within the range of 20-60 _/s so
that a wind velocity of 40 m[s can be considered typical for this region. It
should be noted that this value is in good agreetnentwith wind measurL_eots at
similar heights _ade in Canada (GREGORY and }_NS_{. 1975) and Australia (STUBBS
and VItlC_iT, 1973).

Both during su_er and winter, the eastward wind prevails, but during
equinoxes the westward wind. The seasonal variation of the velocity is not very
large, _aximtm values of the zonal velocity being observed during solstices.
The spring reversal of circulation is as a rule longer than the aututan reversal
(KAZIHIROVSKY and KOKOUROV, 1979; KAZIHIROVSKY et el., 1979; KAZI_IIROVSKYm
1981).

These winds exhibit both seasonal and interannual variability. Intergnnual
variability is most pronounced during equinox periods and is associated with the

r_-. circulation reversal in the upper _esospheric region. The winter retiree
(_ovember-December) is noat stable, although some interannual variability in
winter is also indicated. These variat:ons, we believe, should be interpreted
as a conseqtzeoce of the effect of stratospheric waminga (the number and
intensity of which are different for the _ame _cuths of different years) and as
a possible effect of variations of sOlar and geomagnetic activity.

In fact the dependence on solar cycle of both prevailing and tidal wind in
the height region between 90 and 100 kin during winterm as found at first by
SPR_;GER and SOIHINDER (1969) from ionospheric drift =easure=ents in the LF ._
range, has been confita_edby PORTNYAGIH et el. (1977) by similar results from
radar meteor wind neasurtxnents. GREGORY et el. (1980) has revealed a complex

pattern of trends in zonal dad meridional flow. The ll-year cycle response of
sensor-el zorml flow was sho_n to vary with altitude. Steeds increase [rata solar
minimt.._ to oaxim= by factor_ of 2-4. Response in the upper =eaosphere and
lover thermosphere was present in summer aa welt as winter.

_e have found also fro_ our drift _easur_ents that zonal prevailing wind
increased from 1975 to 1981, but not so fast as in Canada and Europe. This _ay
be connected with the lover geomagnetic latitude of our observatories.

In addition we found a strong coupling between the dynamical regime of the
re_ion t._der investigation and stratospherxc tt_aperature. We can track strato-
spheric warming effects upon the ionospheric dynamics up to E-raglan winds
(KAZIHIROVSKY et el., 1982).

We have investigated _tratosphere-ionosphere coupling both for the winter
solstice _nd for the spring circul_tlon reversal. During the periods of sudden
stratospheric varmints there are effects in the ionospheric V-region dynamics
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1-2 days after the time of maxim_ temperature at the 30--mb level. :he velocity
modulus increases, the southward transport gets stronger, the _-_ptitod_ of the
semidiurnal tide for the meridiona l wind increases too, and the zonal wind
decrease and even changes its sign. In winter the meridional wind is more
sensitive to stratospheric temperature variations but during spring reversal the
zonal wind is. Statistical analysis allows us to find out that for the most

prevailing wind directions at the 85-95 k_ level we have almost always the same
' regime of stratospheric p:essure and temperature. We found that the most

t' favorable conditions for coupling fro= below occur in winter, when stratospheric
zonal winds get weaker and the meridional extent af disturbing processes
increases. The character of coupling varies not only from year togear but alco
from one warming to the other and is determined by the height ana location o_

anticyclones generation.

Simultaneously with our _easurcments, a coordinated study of upper
atmospheric winds has been carried on by the same rethod in Central Europe
(Geophysical Observatory ColL_, GDR). Cooperative analysis of the data
(SOIMI_DER etal., 1918a, 1978b, 1979, 1980) shows a difference in the wind

field despite the fact that geographical latitudes of both stations are nearly
equal and the procedure of data treatment is practically the same. We can find
longitudinal effects manifested in a distinct character of histograms for the
wind directionD a systematic excess of the prevailing zonal wind in East Siberia

in comparison with Central Europe. a weaker semidiurnal tide during winter
months over East Siberia, and different periods of equinoctial reversal of the
circulation (spring reversal is observed respectively later and autumn reversal
earlier over Siberia than those over Europe)t etc. Thus, we have obtained the

experimental evidence for a change of the midlatitude general atmospheric cir-
culation at ionospheric D-region heights not only with season but also with

region. We may interpret this as an effect of the dependence of the lower iono-

spheric dynamics on the clir-aticcharacteristics of the region under investiga-
ff_ txon and on the state of the lower atmosphere.

The reasons for real geophysical variations of the monthly mean values have
been discussed by PORTNYAGIN et el. (197B) and attributed to synoptic
fluctuations of wind velocities having periods of several days. Such synoptic .,'
fluctuations are associated with strato-=esospheric war_ings and planetary wave

propagation. In addition to these processes we believe that variations of the
reflection height, which are associated with variations of the character of the
vertical distribution of ionization, may also be significant. Regrettably, we ._
lack informatiou about the three-dimensional global distribution of D region .-
ionization. Ne lack even a complete two-dimensional picture for any height.

" • -. Evidence for the electron density in the D region is deduced from rocket pro-
files and data obtained by the =ethod of partial reflection. Large seasonal
differences and variation from year to year are observed. Longitudinal

gradients in the distribution of electron density in the D region are also
possible (in the ionospheric F region these effects are well documented). This
will lead to variations of the radio wave reflection height in the long wave-

length range at dlfferentradio frequencies and at different locations and even
at one frequency and one location during different years. Ne also know that in
the mesosphere region, the dynamical regi_accan vary rapidly with altitude.

Therefore, it is clear that although the morphological study of the space-
time variations of the dynamical regime on the basis of coordinated progr_s
using the radlophysical methods is of great value, these measur_ents alone can-
not reveal unambiguously the cause of the variations observed without
simultaneous careful control of the reflection height with an accuracy of the
order of a few kilometers. There is a need to organize complex experiments

combining r{=ote sensing and in silo rocket methods of _easur{_ents of all para-
meters of the plasma in the height range tmder investigation.
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Essential part of the dynamical regime of the ionosphere with the exception
' of the prevailing wind and tides are the planetary waves and internal _ravlty

waves. We studied the spectrum of these waves on the basis of our wind _easure-
• ents in the upper meEopause region (KAZIHIROVSKY and OIEIt_OBROVKINA, 1979;
KAZIHIROVSKY et al., 1980) and found waves with prevailing: periods from 20 to 80
minutes in zonal and meridional wind variations. Frota the daily values of the

prevailing velocity and mplitude of semidiurnal tide, we determine with high
' statistical reliability the presence of t_axima in the spectrum corresponding to

periods 50-60, 32-34, 27-30, 22, 16-19s 10-13, and 4-B days. The wide range of
prevailing pe.riods may be explained by the nonstationarity of the processes
being studied. Actually, a special kind of dynamical spectral analysis
con£irmed the change of the wind field spectrum with the time.

In conclusion, we may say that we have obtained some netJ information about

the dynamical regirae of the ionospheric D-region over East Siberia. This
information can be used to improve atmosphere models, such as CIRA-72, which
have neglected longitude di£ierences above 60 ks. For the Hiddle Atmosphere
Progr_n, morphological study of space and tide variations of the dynamics, based
on coordinated observations by a network of stations using the radar-incisor and

; spaced receiver methods, is invaluable.
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Figure I. Hap of the r_idnight wind direction distribution
in the ionospheric D region for different the.-'_obaric
zones. _/inter, 197811979.
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Figure2, Longitudinal effects in the results of _..
upper atmospheric wind measurements (Dl, 85-95 km)
obtained over Central Europe and East Siberia:
ceasonal variations (Novmber 1978 - Hay 1979) of
the wind £ield par,_eter in the upper t:esopause
region. Vo =/s - prevailing wind. positive
towards E and 1_, respectively; V2 1a/n - _plitude
og the se_idiurnal tide; t 2 (L_'r) - phase of the
meridlonal setaidiuraal tidal wind component de-
fined as the local ,_eaa time o£ the occurrence of
the northwardtaaxim_.
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Figure 3. Longitudinal cffects in thc rcsults
of upper-atmosphcric wind mcasurements (Dl,
85-95 km) obtained over Central Europe and
East Siberia: mean nighttime variations of
the measured wind, zonal component.
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Figure 4. _ean nighttime varla_J.ons of the
measured wind (DI,.85-95 k_), merldional
CO_Ipo rte tl r..
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